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By Farrell Dobbs 

(S:peech summarizing debate on "The World Today" 
at the Seventeenth National Convention. ) 

Our discu.ssion today has turned on the central axis of an assessment of the 
present world conjuncture to determine itA basic nature. Two distinct views in 
opposition to the ~oe1t1on of the mg,jority of the National Committee have been 
presented to the convention, one by Comrade Marcy, the other by Comrade A.P. 

Comrade Marcy's ~osition strikes me as a oonservative world view. He assumes 
a rigid aligr.ment of two global class camps. He thirlks the prolonged capita.list 
boom 18 binding the workers to imperiaLtsm in the capitalist sector of the world, 
attracting the East EUl:opean workers toward cap! tal!sm end threatening cap! talist 
restoration in the workers stateso He assigns to the Soviet bureaucracy the prin
cipal role in defending the Soviet property fOl~J subordinating to this concept 
the deadly conflict between the workers and the bureaacracy, and tbereby blinding 
himself to the living reality of the developing political revolution. 

Where the world oris is of capitalism has actually opened the way to a revolu
tionary advance in the Sov1et sphere I Comrade Marcy appears to see instead the 
death agony of the workers states. W1thout 1ntendir~ that result, his policy 
leads ineVitably toward 1dent1f1cation with the bureaucracy as against the revolu
tionary workers. 

In contrast to the Marcy view, the tnajori ty sees the death agony of capi tal
iam entering a period of deeper convu161o~. This trend finds expression in the 
mounting intensi ty of the colonial revolution and in the expansion of the Soviet 
sector, particular~ with the establishment of a workers state in China. The deep
ening crisis of capita.lism is in turn preci:pitating eo orists of Stal1nimn and 
opening the way to a polit1cal revolution throughou't the Soviet . zone. These great 
events on the international are~ imply a qualitative adv~~ce for the world rev
olutionary forces. 

In disagreement with both the majority and Ccm't'ade Marcy, Comrade A.P. ad
vances the state-capitalist theor,r. He charges the majority w1th making a fetish 
out of nationalized property, holding we are thus une.ble to perco! ve the develop
ment of state capitalism in a country like Ch1na. He contends that we destroy the 
role of the revolutionary party, subordinating it to Stal1nism,; and that we vitiate 
the role of the working class, subordinating the workers to the peasantry. 

At the root of Comrade A.P.'S position is the notion that state capitalism 
has develvped as an all-pervading world phepomenon. He perceives a sequence in 
the capi tal1e.t countries :.passing from the 1ndi vidual ownersh1p of the means of 
produoti~n to co~orate ownership, and from there through the monopoly control of 
finanoe capital to the develo:pmen"l; of state cap1ta11smo In the Soviet Union he 
sees the degeneration of the workers state into a form of state capitalism and the 
extension of this peculiar form. throughout the Soviet s:phereo Comrade A.Fe rejects 
the ooncept of a political revolution against the Stalhlist bureaucracy and ap~ears 
instead to see the social revolution as a universal world task. 



It is well know.n that the orticial party position rejects the theory that 
state capitalism prevaUs in the Soviet Union. Although there has been a political 
degeneration under the Stal1nist bureauoraoy with many sooial ram1f'10ationsl the 
progressive property f'orms have been preserved and the Soviet Union therefore re
mains e. workers state. In Eastern Europe the bureaucratic-military overturn of' 
the old oap1 ta11st pro:perty relations led to the establishment of neW workers 
statesl although politically deformed. Chinal too, has beoame a deformed workers 

I state through a. revolutionar.r process we shall examine later in more detail. 'W i th 
regard to all these countries -- and in the case of' Yugoslavia which had its own 
pecul.ie.r development as a deformed workers state -- it is the revolutionary duty 
of' the world.ng class to defend the· :progressive pro:perty fonns against imperialism. 
At the seme time 1 t 1s the revolutiona17 task ot the world.ng class to support a 
po11t1cal revolution to establish workers democracy 10 the workers states. 

Conoerning the increased state intervent10n in the internal affa1rs of the 
capita11st countries, the· maJority views this tendenoy as a 1;>y-produot of cap1tal
ist deo~. Total war requires attempts at state regulation of the cap1talist econ
omy, along w1th extensive intervention in the class struggle to discipline the 
world.ng class. These needs sharpen the tendency ot finance capital to fuse more 
closely with the state but do not loosen the grip of monopoly capital over the 
state. The resort to statism in these forms does not overcome the cr1sis of cap
italism. Instead it intensities eJ.l the old oontradictions end creates neW oneal 
thus preparing greater revolut10nary ex.pl.os1ons. 

Statism. in the colonial areas represents a makeshift resorted to by the na
tive bourgeOiSie because ot the lack of native capitalAThe bourgeois class seeks 
controlled reforms within the capitalist framework, at the same time protecting 
itself against the revolutionary masses through alliances with the feudal. exploit
ere within the colonial and semi-colonial countries. Antagonisms between the na
tive oapitalists and the imperialIst powers cause them to seek "neutralist" advan
tage from the Soviet.imperialist 8t~emate on the world arena, but they ar~ eJ.ways 
ready to make deals w~ th im.:peria.llsm. at the ex,pense of the trlasses. 

These contradictions forecast a deepening conflict between the 8X,pl01ted 
masses and the native bourgeoiSie. The struggle tor liberat10n from imperialist 
domination can therefore be only a first sequence in the processes of the perman
ent revolution, only a prelude to social revolution throughout the colonial 
sphere. Strong confirmation of the law8 of the permanent revolution end evidence 
of' a quiokened tempo in their unfoldment has appeared in the case of the Chinese 
revolution. China passed SWiftlY, historically speaking, from a liberation strug
gle, through tbe democratic revolutIon, to the establishment of a deformed workers 
state. It now faces the unresolved task Qf the politioal re~olution which remains 
to be tulfilled. 

Comrade Grey, who shares the general conceptions advanced by Comrade Marcy, 
attacks the maJority I s analysis of' the sucoesei ve stages 1n the Chinese :revolution. 
Comrade Grey oontends 1 t was the masses Who took the power in China in 1949 and 
thereby automatically created a workers state. In determining the nature of the 
state, he calle it an error for us to stress the false policy of Stalinism. He 
terms the false program merely e. deformation. The masses, he insists, put their 
party in power in 1949- How else, he challenges, oan you Justify support of the 
struggle against Ohiang Ka1-shek after the Japanese defeat! 
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Our answer is plain and direct. The struggle of 1947-49 represented a pro
gressive stage of the democratic revolution. Its chief tasks were to solve the 
land problem and unif'y the country, to sweep aWay the old feudal relations and to 
orush the Kuom:L'1tang which funotioned as an agency of imperialism, we affirmed 
these revolutionary implicatiorJ.8 of the'1947-·49 struggle and sup:ported the revo
lution despite its Stalinist leadershi:p, But we remain constantly alert to the 
dangers of Stalinist treacher,y. 

I do not mean to infer that Comra.de Grey does not consider Stalinism treach
erOUS6 He simply made an abstraction from this ba.sic characteristic of Stalinism, 
and its polit1cal and economic implications, when he equa.ted the Stalinist se1zure 
of power in 1949 with the establishment ot a detormed workers state in China. Yet 
it is precisely at this point that we come into sharp disagreement with him!) As 
I will underta.ke to demonstrate, Stalinist treachery :prevented China from becoming 
a workers state until an imperialist intervention, subsequent to the 1949 seizure 
of power, co~elled the Stalinists to initiate a tundamental aocial change. 

Predominant in the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party are declassed 
petty bourgeois elements schooled in Stalinism. This leadership eXploited the 
linking of the COP in the !JOPular milld with the prestige of the October 1917 rev
olution and the Soviet power. They used this prestige in an effort to derail the 
Chinese revolution into tlcorexisteliceU channels, trying repeatedly to make a deal. 
w1th Chiang Ka1-shek for,a coalition government. 

When they were compelled in 1949 to take the :power, after one last overture 
to Chiang, the COP leaders tried to remain with.in the framework of' a coalition 
regime including native capitalist elements. They de~ed completion of the agrar
ian reform and failed to eX]?ro:priate the imperialist holdings wi thin China. 

Only when faced with the mortal threat of the ~~er1alist 1ntervention 1n 
Korea did the COP make a basic shift in policy. Under neW objective pressures 
the Stal.1n1sts Were compelled to resort to class struggle measures, taken b~au
cratica1ly. They nationalized key branches of the economy and instituted planning I) 
They finally carried through the agraJ."ial1. reform and also :Imposed a monopoly over 
foreign trade., They at last expropriated the imperialist holdings, marking a. 
definitive shift in policy. 

With the changed property forms, the Ch:inese econOlnY has become closely link
ed with the Soviet economic system and China has been dravm completely toward the 
Soviet bloc as a deformed workers state. At the ~eme time it remains subjeot to 
all the bureaucra·tic contradictions that are preparing a political revolution 
throughout the Soviet zone, and the Chinese revolution itself has given a ~jor 
impulse to the processes of the ~olitical revolution. 

It Will be profitable for us to recall Comrade Trotsky 1 s analysis of the 
basic features of the ~olitical revolution which he set dow.n quite extensively in 
The ~ Betrazed a..Tld in ~E! ~&l8it;"o!!:J: Program. Soviet democracy is not 
an abstract policy, he pointed out, it is a life and death question. While the 
bureaucracy is able to 1ntroduc~ im];ortant elements of capitalist technique, a 
qualitative advance for the Soviet Union is not possible 'Without a free conflict 
of ideas. The existing improvements do not reconcile the workers 'With the authori
ties. A vast gap remains bet~een the mass living standards and the bureaucratic 
privileges. This gap stands as a constw~t provocation to the working class. 
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As a consequence Comrade Trots~ forecast a rebellious polarization of the 
/ masses around the culturally developed forces, above all around the industrial 

workers, together with the youth and sections of the intellectuals. He predicted 
the ~rogram of the political revolution would depend generally on the moment when 
the struggle breaks out, the level which the country has then atta~~ed ar~d the 
given ir.l.ternational situation. 

\ 

I 

'\ 

Comrade Marcy denies, however, that the Soviet workers have reacted politic
ally to the developL."1g crisis of Stalinism. He considers them to be in a state 0-: 
apathy which he attributes to war-weariness and to modest increases in Soviet liv
ing standards. Actually the origin of the ];a.st Euro:pean events traces back to 
the Soviet Union, with the Soviet workers the primary force behind it all. They 
are seizing the chance Comrade Trotsky predicted they would watch for, lianother 
revolutionary dawn • • • in the viest or the East. H Let me emphasize that Comrade 
Trotsky also included the East as a direction from which impulses to the political 
revolution might come, a direction from which Comrade Maroy seems to exclude im
pulses of such dec:'sive weight, demanding instead revolution in the lJest as the 
precondition for a genuine political revolution in the Soviet zone. 

Today the Soviet workers }:)ave become enboldened by the nevi revolutionary (lawn 
about which Comrade Trotsky spoke. They Gained confidence from the Soviet defeat 
of the imperialist invasion o.v.ring World \-Jar II. They have witnessed a post-war 
expansion of the Soviet sphere helping to overcome their past isolation in a hos
tile capitalist world. They feel themselves aided by the colonial revolution, 
above all by the Chinese revolution. They see world imperialism temporarily stale
mated by the revolutionary forces. To their minds these favorable developments 
are beginning to open the way for then to settle accoUIlts with the Stalinist bur
eaucracy. 

The concessions made by the Stalinist bureaucrats at the Twentieth Congress 
of the Russian Communist Party stemmed primarily from internal Soviet press~es a.r..d 
Were calculated to appease the masses. But as Comrade Trotsky pointed out, re
forms create a semi-legal cover for mass intervention, rifts in the bureaucracy 
open the' way toward broader political struggle. The first major outbreaks, touched 
off by the Twentieth Congress, came in Polall.d and Hungary, and they are caus1.."'1g 
profound repercussions in the Soviet Union. 

The insurrectionain Eastern Europe would undoubtedly have been more chemi
cally pure if the first explosion came within the Soviet Union or if the political 
revolution was given a basic impulse by a scclal revolution in Western Europe. 
But our.Job is to draw a balance sheet of the objective evidence ill the light of 
the living struggle as it is actually unfolding within a contradictory world sit
uation. 

Upon close exatnination we find that the revolt in Eastern Europe assumed a 
dual character. It took the general form of a national uprising against Kremlin 
domination. Within that co~lex there appeared a workers struggle for democracy 
on the basis of the Soviet property forms, and the workers showed the ability to 
lead toward a socialist solution of the rational struggle. 

Comrade I-larcy contends, however, that a restorationist and bourgeOis-democra
tic trend prevails in Eastern Europe. He attributes sweeping attractive powers to 
the capitalist boom, including the power to draw the East European masses toward 
a capitalist revival. This view assumes the exact opposite of the ~row1ng world 
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antagonism toward American tmperialigm. It overlooks the revolutionizing effects 
of U.S. foreign policy which stands as e. constant source of irritation, envy and 

.( hate among the discontented masses ever~Y'where. 

l 

ComradESMarcy and Grey contend the liungarian workers made common ca.use with 
the capitalist restorationists and were helping to smash a deformed workers state. 
As a result, they assert, defense of the progTessive property forms was left to 
the Soviet bureaucracy and therefore the Kremlin intervention was necessary and 
~rogress1ve. 

We must recognize the danger of restorationist elements appearing within 
the national uprising. In fact a prolonged floundering by the workers leadership 
could permit the accumulation of counter-revolutionary forces, threatening the 
workers grip on the factories ~~d leading toward capitalist restoration. This 
danger, moreover, is much greater in Eastern Europe than in the Soviet Union. 
The retardation of the Polish revolution provides an example. The Catholic 
church is gainillg unwarranted atrengthc. Gomulka is duplicating Stalin m creat
ing a state church as a source of support against the working class. In the pro
cess he is help1r~ to pro'~de a rallYing center for reactionary elements. 

Protection against =estorat1onist dangers lies in the workers orienting to
ward a full revolutionary policy. That 1s why we insist on the need for creation 
of a revolutionary socialist party as an integral part of the deVeloping politi
cal revolution. But we disagree with Comrade Ma.rcy when he contends that, in 
the absence of such a fully-developed party, ~~e Hur~a.ria.n workers became the 
captives of a capitalist coalition government under Hagy and that the workers 
councils came under the leadership of Social Democrats and the bourgeois Small ... ' 
holders party. 

The Nagy government represented a continuation of the bureaucratic regtme of 
a deformed workers state. It was a Stalinist-type coalition government which 
served as the point of infiltration for restorationist elements. 'With poli:tical 
action centered around the parliamenta~ system, a capitalist relic deliberately 
preserved by the Stalinists as a b~~ier to workers democracy, the workers mani
ifeated confusion under the Nagy regime on the question of free elections as a 
class question. But the develo~1ng st~gle for legalization of the workers 
councils had already marked a shift in political e~ha8is toward Soviet forms. 
The workers demanded that their councils have sole authority over industry, thus 
implying the ultimate slogan: All power to the workers councils. vJ i th the coun
Cils emerging as a rival power in opposition to the parliamentary authority, tile 
suffrage issue was shifting objectively touard the concept of free elections for 
Soviet parties. 

Comrade Grey admits that class war was implied in the national uprisings, 
that is, a dual power situation. But he denies the dual power could lead to a 
progressive outcome. He contends the workers had to follow bourgeois leadership 
for lack of their o~n independent program and therefore they subordinated their 
general strike to the national struggle. vIhere the majority sees motion toward a 
political revolution, Comrades Grey and Marcy contend the workers are backing a. 
capitalist counter-reVolution. Comrade A.P~, on the other hand, from. the pre
misesof his state-capitalist theory, looka to the possibilities of a social revo
lution, not a political revolution to correct deformations in a workers state. 

\ There is overwhelmir~ testimony from all observers of the Hungarian events 
in confirmation of several key facts: The workers were the decisive force and 
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they were on the stage throughout the struggle. They showed a manifest desire for 
yorkers democracy on the basis of Soviet property fOl'lllS. The workers organized 
from the factory level up to district and regional councils. These councils re
Jected the idea that they should be confined to trade union tasks. The lead.in6 
forces in the workers councils came from the Communist Party and the Social Demo
oratio rank and file, that is, from the traditional organizations. At first the 
old union leaders stood in the forefront of the key Budapest council. When they 
tried to halt the general strike against Kadar, they were replaced by revolution
ary workers a.bout November 11. The Social. Democratic workers in Miskolcz proved 
as revolutionary as the Communist Party ranks in Buda]?est. From the best of these 
elements that spearheaded the councils a revolutionary party can and ,.,ill be built. 

In Poland the workers mobilized for armed resistance to the Kremlin during 
the October events. They created councils in Warsaw that have since spread throug11-
out the country. These organs of the working class have compelled official recog
nition of the right to strike and are forcing a greater voice for themselves gener
ally in 1nd.ustry~ Workers councils are thus assumir~ the role of an organization
al vehicle for the polit1caJ. l"evolution. The Soviet form. is developing alongside 
parliament and the 'bureaucratic apparatusc 

MakirJS reference to a. quotation from. Comrade Trotsky, concerning attempts to 
break down centra.lized planning, Comrade Marcy -- if I understood him correctly -
counterposes centralized plar ... "'lir~ to the U syndicalist anarchy" of demands for the 
workers councils to have sole authority over industry. Actua~ly, Comrade Trotsky 
was referring to bureaucratic ~otion toward capitalist restoration in the form of 
demands for greater concentration of po'We;r in the hands of the factory managers. 
He was not discussing the problema of economic :planning as they relate to the 
processes of political revolution. 

In addition it is necessary to observe that Comrade l~rcy omits one small 
point in his thinking: Before the workers can L"'lstitute centralized planning on a 
democratic baSiS, they must first break the grip of the bureaucracy, To do so they 
must begin where they are the strora.gest -- in the factories. As the workers coun
cils organize on a centralized basis in opposition to the whole bureaucracy, they 
will l.a.y firm foundations for centralized economic planr.;.ing, but on Be new and 
higher plane of genuine workers democracy. 

Yet C01Dl:'ad.eaHarcy and Grey manifest no confidence in the 'Workers councils. 
They contend the workers are abandoning defense of the workers state as captives of 
the capitalist restorationists. They remL"'ld us that the Stalinist bureaucracy, on 
the other hand, has material roots in the nationalized property. This line of 
thought implies that the bureaucracy is a supra-class force standing forward as the 
m.ost reliable defender of the Soviet prol?el.~Y forma. It assUllles an identity of the 
bureaucracy with the :fundamental. interests of the 'Working class l when the actual 
struggle in Eastern Euro:pe is proving the exact op:poaite. 

Comrade Trotsky taught us that in a strictly defined case there might be the 
need for a united front of the workers with the bureaucracy against a counter-revo
lutionary dange1'. But the chief' poll tical task remains the overthrow of this same 
bureaucracy. The main dar~er of capitalist restoration comes from the bureaucracy, 
he po:lnted out 1 both as a hungry privilege seeker and as a provoker of an U explo
sion of the whole system. II Comrade Trotsky always counterposed the working class 
to the bureaucratic dange:r and he did not demand that worker action await the appeal: 
ance of a fully-developed l?art~·. On this latter point 'We have serious differences 
in the present discussion. 
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Comrade AoP. contends the social revolution cannot begin without the previous 
development of the revolutionary Pal.'ty. In the case of China he accuses us of 

.' consigning to Stalinism the role of the revolutionary party. ComradESJ.1'a.rcy and 
Grey, on the other hand, consider the role of leadership in the Chinese revolution 
as secondary because it was a social revolution, a war between classes. The 
masses took power, they argue, and made the Stalinist party their pa.rty. 

In the case of Hungary, Comrades Marcy and Grey reverse this view. There 
the role of leadership becomes primary for them. Since the political revolution 
1s the war of a class against its own treacherous leadership, they warn, the other 
classes may llltel~ene. Therefore it is necessary to have a new leadership ready 
in advance to replace the old oneo In short, these comrades contend that a social 
revolution can be launched witho14t a Harxist party to lea.d it; but a politica.l 
revolution cannot begin without a conscious Marxist leadership_ 

From the:!.r l"1gid concepts of the global class struggle, Comrades Marcy and 
Grey ~~ive at this generalization: Stalinist bureaucrats can make progressive 
adaptations to anti-capitalist struggles and provide a working substitute for tile 
revolutiO~J party; but the workers can't challer~e the l~le of the bureaucracy 
without talling pre~ to counter-revolutionary forces, unless they· alrea~ have a 
revolutionary party to lead then. \-Jithout their having such intentions, this con
cept actually leads to defense of the bureaucracy against the workers. It negates 
the rich possibilities of creat~1g a revolutionary party in the course of the un
foldir~ political revolution. 

In perioclsof social uphea1ral, Comrade Trotsky pointed out, the masses are 
impelled by a sharp feeling they can no longer endure t:le old regime. They gain 
confidence from i'avorable reYolutionary trends and malee a forcible entry onto the 
political arena without a preconceived plan. The mass program and revolutionary 
party are forged in tl1e course of action. These factors applY to political revo
lution as well as to social revolution. 

In Eastern Europe the mass demands have L~tinctively gone in a Trotskyist 
direction. They include: abolition of bureaucratic privileges; equality of wages 
for the workers; freedom for the unions and factory committees; the right of assem· 
bly and freedom of the press. These issues in turn imply "tille demand for legaliza
tion of the workers political parties. This treLd leads directly toward the reviv
al of Soviets with full working class content and toward a revolutionary interna
tional policy. 

In contrast to Comrade Grey's charge that the Hw..garian ,.;orkera didn't mention 
defense of the Soviet Union, Comrade Trotsl~ a,lua,ya listed internationalpo11cy at 
the foot of the wor:;ers demands. He did so not because ir ... tel-national policy is 
least important -- in the last walysis it is the most im.llortant -- but because 
the masses begin their strt\ggle with demallds correspondL~ most closely to their 
vast accv~.lation of grievances. 

There are three major criteria for deter.mll1ing the character of a revolution: 
the forces waginG the revolutionary struggle; the leadel'"ship and programj arld the 
results achieved. 

In Hur~ary both the forces and methods of struggle were in the main proletar
ian -- the general strike and workers councils. The program. corresponded to the 
main aspects of our transitional program. The leadership had not yet been 
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determll1€d. Nor had the results of the revolution which was crushed by the Krem-
,~ lin. It vIas not at all proven that restol~ationiat counter-revolution could have 

seized the plar!ts fram the workers WI10 had taken possession of them during the 
struggle. 

I 

\ 

If the elemental, instinctive motion of the workers in a revolution were pro
capitalist, we would have to conclude that Marxism is a Utopia, that the Trotsl~
ist program bases itself not on the objective reality but on wishful thinkinG_ 

Rejecting the notion of any such prevailing trend among the '-lorkers, lie must 
in all seriousness ask GomradeaHarcy and Gre~r: Can I t the revolutionary party l)CS

aibly be forged in the course of the revolution"? Can it be formed on a broacl 
basis in any other way under conditions of Stalinist terror? And do you persist 
in forbidding the workers to rise aga~lst the bureaucracy before they have a full
fledged party to lead them? 

In our view the revolutionary :party will arise i11. the course of the struggle, 
deepening the content of the political revolution as it comes into beiIlG. The 
cadres of the party are already assembli110 in tlle uorkers councils. They are aris
ing; among the youth, from sect,ions of the intellectuals, among Communist Party ele
ments who a.re going over to the vlorkers. 

vIe call for full support to the revolutionary workers of Eastern Europe. \~e 

back their fi~lt to establish wo~kers democracy on the basis of Soviet property 
forms. vJe welcome their struggles which feea the fires of political revolution 
throughout the entire Soviet s~here and give a general forward push to the world 
revolutionary forces as a whole. 

*** 
Our differences in this discussion are shar2 wld they run deep, but they are 

differences among comrades who are loyal to tl!e party on all si(1es. Let me illus
trate the point. Since the :Particular exanple I have in t'lind haJ?pens to involve 
comrades of the lIarcy tendency, I want to stress that the point applies equally to 
comrades who share the views of Comrade A.P. 

At the plenum of the Hational Committee last Decem.ber we had an extensive de
bate over the HunGarian question, "lith the comrades of the Marcy tendency opposing 
the majority decision to support. the uprisin~ a;3ainst the Stalinist bureaucracy. 
The same plenum launched a fund campaign to finance party work, including general 
publication of the majority position on the }lur~arian events. 

Although the comrades of the Buffalo brrulch are generallY in agreement with 
the I.1arcy position and therefore opposed to the majority view, they took the third 
largest quota in the campaign. The ir quota was exceeded only by those of the Hew 
York and Los Ar.tgeles locals, both of Wllich are larger than the Buffalo branch. The 
Buffalo comrades were also among the very first to convert their entire quota 
from a promise to pay into the hard cash. This demonstration of party loyalty 
speaks for itself. 

\ole have come to the end of the discussion on this agenda point and the con
vention is about to take a. vote. The majority submits for convention approval the 
general line of the folloVling sel"ies of Kational Committee and Political Connni ttee 
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documents: April 1956 resolution on The Crisis of stalinism; December 1956 state- , 
yl menta on Eastern Europe and the Middle East; a series of 1955 documents including: 

The llorld Today; The Soviet Union Today; The Third Chinese Revolution; The Rise 
of the Colonial Bourgeoisie. 

Comrade Kirlc mentioned tha.-t he is contemplating an amendment to the resolu
tion dealing vlith the colonial bourgeoisie. From an earlier reference I assume 
he has in mind something on the question of Africa. In w-y case it should be 
understood that all comrades who may so desire are free to submit amendments to 
these documents, either now or subsequent to the convention. The outgoing lia
tional Committee proposes that the convention authorize continued o~scussion of 
all the fundamental features of the present fluid uorld situation. A t the same 
time the convention is asked to approve the general line of these documents as a 
guide to the party in its work during the ne:A.-t period. 

I,fay 31 J 1957 


